Irene von Schmetterling

I have become enamored of weaving with silk, it was used in many items in period. Here are 3
accessories woven on 3 di erent looms create 3 very di erent fabrics.

Silk Band for a Livery Collar
The rst weaving project in silk that I tackled was a livery collar as regalia for a Master of
Defence. I chose to weave it from silk, as silk was noted from extant examples in
documentation on livery collars written by Mistress Hilderun Hugelman. http://Bit.ly/
LiveryCollars
Speci cly she notes: The riband type made up the earliest Livery Collars. These were probably
made from metal studs fastened to a leather or cloth (most likely card woven silk or silk velvet),
with the ends terminating in chapes of various detail.

Process

I wove the band on a rigid heddle loom as I do not have a box loom. I also chose not to do
card weaving, instead making it a simple weft faced band. The yarn used is Glasera- 100%
Bombyx reeled silk a 2ply #0 ( sport weight). The loom was warped with 9 ends to match the
size of the buckles purchased for this project, and the warp and weft were the same yarn. This
is the same loom I used to warp the collar for Master Aeron with additional bands of future use.
I chose this yarn so that the collar would be sturdy enough to stand up to the rigors of the list
eld, and that I would still be able to add studs to represent both
of the Peerage Orders of the recipient.
The metal studs, buckles, chapes, and medallion for the nished
collar were purchased. I could not nd MoD studs, so in place of
studs I used buttons with the shanks pulled through the band,
and fastened on the inside of the band.

Cord worn by Sir Henry Lee
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I was asked if I could determine the best way to replicate the red silk cord worn by Sir Henry
Lee in this portrait, for a member of the Order or Defense to use with a custom cast ring or
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Three Accessories Woven from Silk

medallion, as the physical symbol of his relationship with his senior students. So my
parameters are to make a silk cord that is approximately the same diameter as the cord in the
portrait, using silk, with the same drape as in the portrait, and that will stand up to the rigors of
being worn during rapier combat. Since I am investigating construction techniques for the
cord, I have chosen to work with undyed yarn. When a construction technique is chosen, then
the next step will be working out the color.

About the portrait
This is a portrait of Sir Henry Lee. He was Queen Elizabeth the First of England’s champion and
Master of the Ordnance. https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw03838/SirHenry-Lee? Sir Henry lived from 1533 until 1611. The portrait was painted by Antonis Mor and
dated 1568. The original of the painting is located in the National Portrait Gallery in London
England. According to the National Gallery website, Sir Henry’s posture with his thumb through
the ring suspended around his neck is unusual and may denote love or friendship. He is also
shown with 2 other rings attached to his sleeves, which may have been prizes won in
tournaments. His sleeves show symbols associated with Queen Elizabeth, and may have been
used to show attachment to his patroness. I have ordered a print from the National Portrait
Gallery website.

Process
The photo of the painting on the National Gallery website shows diagonal lines and subtle color
shading of the cord. This could indicate that the cord is twisted and plied to make the cording,
or could be more complex with a round braided cord or ngerloop cord. The lack of clarity of
detail in the painting makes it di cult to determine, so I started making a variety of cords from
3 di erent silk yarns that I had left over from other projects. I attempted several techniques
before settling on weaving in the round. I started by twisting cords from the silk yarns I had in
various groupings and weights of yarn from 10 strands to 60 strands. I did this by knotting one
end of the group and attaching it to a hook at one end of a hallway. I hand twisted the cord
until is started to overtwist, by kinking. Then I walked the end in my hand back to the hook,
and holding both ends of the strand together encourage the cord to ply smoothly by running
my hand down the cord and then tied the ends together with an overhand knot. In all cases,
the cord did not match the one in the portrait showing the diagonals too strongly.
I tried braiding, with a varience of four strands to eighteen strands, some of my samples were
braided around a cotton core. The eighteen strands round braid was very unwieldy and I gave
up after a very short sample. It was di cult to keep the order of manipulation straight, even
using a form to “park” the strands in order. Again, these did not look enough like the cord in the
portrait to satisfy me.
I tried a knitted sample, knitting in the round with a cotton core for stability. The “v” shape of
the knit stitches did not match the look or the drape of the cord in the portrait.
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My college roommate, who taught weaving for 20 years, suggested that I try weaving in the
round to achieve my goal. She suggested warping my inkle loom and passing the shuttle in the
same direction each pass would close the weaving into a tube and might be the technique I
was seeking. The cords that I think best match the one in the portrait have between 30-42
strands of warp.

How to close the loop has been another
consideration that I have played with. So far, I
have applied a metallic closure, wove the ends
of the cord at and tied them in a bow, and
meticulously wove the ends into each other to
create a continuous cord after putting a ring on
the cord.
In order to make the double loop as seen in the
portrait, the cord is 60 inches long, the
samples woven with tape ends add 12 inches
of tape to each end.

Silk Yardage for Veils
The silk yardage project started when
discussing clothes for my friend Mistress Iselda de Narbonne’s elevation to the Order of the
Laurel. She has high regard and much interest in Hildegard von Bingen, and wanted clothes
that would replicate, at close as possible, clothing from contemporary artwork surrounding her
examplar. This included a white and a black veil of silk. Hildegard was apparently a bit of a
snob when it came to fabric.
My father was a weaver. After his death, I inherited his class loom, a 4 shaft Baby Wolf. It sat
untouched in my living room for many years. Last year, I wove o the last warp my father had
put on the loom, using up bits and pieces of yarn that were still on the shuttles I got with the
loom. After being home due to the Pandemic, I decided I needed to do more with the loom. I
have a dish towel kit and wove that, then the idea of weaving the veils for Iselda took hold. I
knew it would be a stretch project for me, and I am grateful to my college roommate, who
taught weaving for decades for coaching me through the project from the West Coast.

Process

After considering the weight of the fabric I wanted to weave, I ordered 2 cones of Taiyō, a
100% Bombyx spun silk that is a 30/2 yarn that weaves at 30-32 epi in plain weave. Due to
some mishaps of tangled yarn while warping, it turned out to be not quite enough, and I had to
order additional yarn before completing the project.
I determined that I needed 700 ends using a 20 epi reed that I sleyed alternating 1 and 2 ends
per slot. Both ends had 4 slots warped with 2 ends to create stronger selvages.
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I wound the warp on my 5 yard warping board, creating 4 bundles. I used a counting thread to
keep track of how many ends I had wrapped. I used a front to back method of dressing the
loom, using a raddle as demonstrated in the Craftsy Class Floor Loom Weaving. I enlisted my
husband to help me wind on the warp. He did the winding as I managed the tension. I use the
pieces from vinyl venetian blinds as warp separators, which works very well with the sectional
back beam on my loom. The silk was more di cult to warp than the cotton that was the rst
warp I put on the loom. It stuck together, and had to be separated to get it to wind on nicely.
Persistence paid o , as I only had to weight a few strands as I wove o the warp.

I threaded the heddles in an ascending 1,2,3,4 pattern, then the reed, as I noted before
alternating 1 and 2 ends per slot. I tied up shed 1 and 3 on the right most treadle and 2 and 4
on the left most treadle.
I had a few threading errors, most of which were found right away and easily xed. I had one
that did not become obvious until I was 4 inches into my weaving. That end was worked out of
the weaving, and then xed where it was wrapped around the heddle and pinned in place for
continue it the work. The x was not visible in the nished piece.
I wove o the warp over the span of one week. I did have a fail in not changing to a taller seat
after warping and before weaving, which resulted in some leg pain that took work to resolve.
I removed the yardage from the loom. I used my sewing machine to zig zag the ends and also
dividing lines and washed it to wet nish. I cut o a veil length of fabric and dyed it black using
Dharma Toner Black acid dye, and then rewashed the dyed length. After I dried and ironed the
fabric, I cut the ends to form ellipses, and using silk thread, rolled the edges to nish the veils.
The fabric drapes beautifully. I am currently in the process of winding another warp with the
same ber to weave yardage as lining for a doublet.
Please watch my YouTube video created of this process that was shown as part of the 2020
Virtual Martha’s Vineyard Ag Fair https://youtu.be/UFdLIfbKgpw

Silk yarns used in these three projects
Glasera- 100% Bombyx reeled silk a 2ply #0 ( sport weight)
Chilali-100% Bombyx reeled silk 3 ply medium- ne cord (lace)
Myōjō- 100% Bombyx spun silk 60/2 thread weight
Taiyō- 100% Bombyx spun silk 30/2 lace weight
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All yarn was purchased from Treenway Silk.

